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Face Masks  
Can Damage the Immune System! 

Perhaps That Is Why People Are Supposed to Wear Them All Along! 
Part 2 

 

Above – Memorial Day, 2020 at the Ocean Beach, Face mask and social distancing.  
The “New Normal” for remembering those who died so we can do this!  
 

Dr. Blaylock Warns: Face Masks Pose Serious Risks to The Healthy 
 
The following article is a must read. Take off your mask, live life and do not listen 
to Dr. Fauci and the other merry band of evil sorcerers trying to kill you. 
 
Dr. Russell Blaylock warns that not only do face masks fail to protect the healthy from 
getting sick, but they also create serious health risks to the wearer. The bottom line is 
that if you are not sick, you should not wear a face mask. 
 
As businesses reopen, many are requiring shoppers and employees to wear a face 
mask. Costco, for instance, will not allow shoppers into the store without wearing a face 
mask. Many employers are requiring all employees to wear a face mask while at work. 
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In some jurisdictions, all citizens must wear a face mask if they are outside of their own 
home. 
 

By Dr. Russell Blaylock 
With the advent of the so-called COVID-19 pandemic, we have seen a number of 
medical practices that have little or no scientific support as regards reducing the spread 
of this infection. One of these measures is the wearing of facial masks, either a surgical-
type mask, bandana or N95 respirator mask. When this pandemic began and we knew 
little about the virus itself or its epidemiologic behavior, it was assumed that it would 
behave, in terms of spread among communities, like other respiratory viruses. Little has 
presented itself after intense study of this virus and its behavior to change this 
perception. 
 
This is somewhat of an unusual virus in that for the vast majority of people infected by 
the virus, one experiences either no illness (asymptomatic) or very little sickness. Only a 
very small number of people are at risk of a potentially serious outcome from the 
infection—mainly those with underlying serious medical conditions in conjunction with 
advanced age and frailty, those with immune compromising conditions and nursing 
home patients near the end of their lives. There is growing evidence that the treatment 
protocol issued to treating doctors by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), mainly intubation and use of a ventilator (respirator), may have contributed 
significantly to the high death rate in these select individuals. 
 
By wearing a mask, the exhaled viruses will not be able to escape and will concentrate 
in the nasal passages, enter the olfactory nerves and travel into the brain. 
 
As for the scientific support for the use of face mask, a recent careful examination of the 
literature, in which 17 of the best studies were analyzed, concluded that, “None of the 
studies established a conclusive relationship between mask/respirator use and 
protection against influenza infection.”1   Keep in mind; no studies have been done to 
demonstrate that either a cloth mask or the N95 mask has any effect on transmission of 
the COVID-19 virus. Any recommendations, therefore, have to be based on studies of 
influenza virus transmission. And, as you have seen, there is no conclusive evidence of 
their efficiency in controlling flu virus transmission. 
 
It is also instructive to know that until recently, the CDC did not recommend wearing a 
face mask or covering of any kind, unless a person was known to be infected, that is, 
until recently. Non-infected people need not wear a mask. When a person has TB we 
have them wear a mask, not the entire community of non-infected. The 
recommendations by the CDC and the WHO are not based on any studies of this virus 
and have never been used to contain any other virus pandemic or epidemic in history. 
 
Now that we have established that there is no scientific evidence necessitating the 
wearing of a face mask for prevention, are there dangers to wearing a face mask, 
especially for long periods? Several studies have indeed found significant problems with 
wearing such a mask. This can vary from headaches, to increased airway resistance, 
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carbon dioxide accumulation, to hypoxia, all the way to serious life-threatening 
complications. 
 
There is a difference between the N95 respirator mask and the surgical mask (cloth or 
paper mask) in terms of side effects. The N95 mask, which filters out 95% of particles 
with a median diameter >0.3 µm2 , because it impairs respiratory exchange (breathing) 
to a greater degree than a soft mask, and is more often associated with headaches. In 
one such study, researchers surveyed 212 healthcare workers (47 males and 165 
females) asking about presence of headaches with N95 mask use, duration of the 
headaches, type of headaches and if the person had preexisting headaches.2 

 
They found that about a third of the workers developed headaches with use of the 
mask, most had preexisting headaches that were worsened by the mask wearing, and 
60% required pain medications for relief. As to the cause of the headaches, while straps 
and pressure from the mask could be causative, the bulk of the evidence points toward 
hypoxia and/or hypercapnia as the cause. That is, a reduction in blood oxygenation 
(hypoxia) or an elevation in blood C02 (hypercapnia). It is known that the N95 mask, if 
worn for hours, can reduce blood oxygenation as much as 20%, which can lead to a 
loss of consciousness, as happened to the hapless fellow driving around alone in his 
car wearing an N95 mask, causing him to pass out, and to crash his car and sustain 
injuries. I am sure that we have several cases of elderly individuals or any person with 
poor lung function passing out, hitting their head. This, of course, can lead to death. 
 
A more recent study involving 159 healthcare workers aged 21 to 35 years of age found 
that 81% developed headaches from wearing a face mask.3   Some had pre-existing 
headaches that were precipitated by the masks. All felt like the headaches affected their 
work performance. 
 
Unfortunately, no one is telling the frail elderly and those with lung diseases, such as 
COPD, emphysema or pulmonary fibrosis, of these dangers when wearing a facial 
mask of any kind—which can cause a severe worsening of lung function. This also 
includes lung cancer patients and people having had lung surgery, especially with 
partial resection or even the removal of a whole lung. 
 
While most agree that the N95 mask can cause significant hypoxia and hypercapnia, 
another study of surgical masks found significant reductions in blood oxygen as well. In 
this study, researchers examined the blood oxygen levels in 53 surgeons using an 
oximeter. They measured blood oxygenation before surgery as well as at the end of 
surgeries.4 The researchers found that the mask reduced the blood oxygen levels (pa02) 
significantly. The longer the duration of wearing the mask, the greater the fall in blood 
oxygen levels. 
 
The importance of these findings is that a drop in oxygen levels (hypoxia) is associated 
with an impairment in immunity. Studies have shown that hypoxia can inhibit the type of 
main immune cells used to fight viral infections called the CD4+ T-lymphocyte. This 
occurs because the hypoxia increases the level of a compound called hypoxia inducible 
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factor-1 (HIF-1), which inhibits T-lymphocytes and stimulates a powerful immune 
inhibitor cell called the Tregs. . This sets the stage for contracting any infection, 
including COVID-19 and making the consequences of that infection much graver. In 
essence, your mask may very well put you at an increased risk of infections and if so, 
having a much worse outcome.5,6,7 

 
People with cancer, especially if the cancer has spread, will be at a further risk from 
prolonged hypoxia as the cancer grows best in a microenvironment that is low in 
oxygen. Low oxygen also promotes inflammation which can promote the growth, 
invasion and spread of cancers.8,9  Repeated episodes of hypoxia has been proposed 
as a significant factor in atherosclerosis and hence increases all cardiovascular (heart 
attacks) and cerebrovascular (strokes) diseases.10 

 
There is another danger to wearing these masks on a daily basis, especially if worn for 
several hours. When a person is infected with a respiratory virus, they will expel some 
of the virus with each breath. If they are wearing a mask, especially an N95 mask or 
other tightly fitting mask, they will be constantly rebreathing the viruses, raising the 
concentration of the virus in the lungs and the nasal passages. We know that people 
who have the worst reactions to the coronavirus have the highest concentrations of the 
virus early on. And this leads to the deadly cytokine storm in a selected number. 
 
It gets even more frightening. Newer evidence suggests that in some cases the virus 
can enter the brain.11,12 In most instances it enters the brain by way of the olfactory 
nerves (smell nerves), which connect directly with the area of the brain dealing with 
recent memory and memory consolidation. By wearing a mask, the exhaled viruses will 
not be able to escape and will concentrate in the nasal passages, enter the olfactory 
nerves and travel into the brain.13 

 
It is evident from this review that there is insufficient evidence that wearing a mask of 
any kind can have a significant impact in preventing the spread of this virus. The fact 
that this virus is a relatively benign infection for the vast majority of the population and 
that most of the at-risk group also survive, from an infectious disease and 
epidemiological standpoint, by letting the virus spread through the healthier population 
we will reach a herd immunity level rather quickly that will end this pandemic quickly and 
prevent a return next winter. During this time, we need to protect the at-risk population 
by avoiding close contact, boosting their immunity with compounds that boost cellular 
immunity and in general, care for them. 
 
One should not attack and insult those who have chosen not to wear a mask, as these 
studies suggest that is the wise choice to make. 
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Dr. Russell Blaylock, author of The Blaylock Wellness Report newsletter, is a 
nationally recognized board-certified neurosurgeon, health practitioner, author, and 
lecturer. He attended the Louisiana State University School of Medicine and completed 
his internship and neurological residency at the Medical University of South Carolina. 
For 26 years, practiced neurosurgery in addition to having a nutritional practice. He 
recently retired from his neurosurgical duties to devote his full attention to nutritional 
research. Dr. Blaylock has authored four books, ‘Excitotoxins: The Taste That 
Kills,’ ‘Health and Nutrition Secrets That Can Save Your Life,’ ‘Natural Strategies for 
Cancer Patients,’ and his most recent work, ‘Cellular and Molecular Biology of Autism 
Spectrum Disorders.’ 

https://w3.blaylockwellness.com/Health/BWR/Offers/BWR-Renewal/?oRef=mixi
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Dr. Arthur Firstenberg in his book, ‘The Invisible Rainbow’ provides a serious challenge 
to the conventional science and medicine that suggests COVID-19 is a consequence of 
5G EMF toxic non-ionizing radiation sickness.  I continue to monitor the science and 
medicine that suggests that COVID-19 is not a virus, but rather the body is attacking an 
intrusion, a pathogen, that has attacked the body’s essential organs.  An analogy would 
be when one has eaten something disrupts the digestion or gut bacteria, and results in 
a person vomiting that which has been eaten.   
 
Dr. Firstenberg suggests that the past pandemics were reactions caused by Solar 
Sunspot activity that occurs in eleven year cycles; changes in the environmental 
introduction of satellites, radar, radio waves.  Dr. Firstenberg documents the relationship 
of electrical energy from various events and the pandemics such as the Spanish flu, and 
influenza.  These pandemics came and went over the past with no identifiable cause for 
their beginning or ending, other than a correlation of time relationship to Sunspots.  He 
sees a strong correlation beginning in 1996 with the introduction of cellular 
communications, growing increasingly worse in health issues ensuing from 1996 until 
the present. His premise alludes to even more serious health issues related to 5G 
technologies, originally used in weapons systems of the military.   
 
Another medical doctor that presents incredible similar related evidence to the contrary 
as well as Dr. Firstenberg is challenging by Dr. Zack Bush.  Dr. Zack Bush believes the 
evidence and symptoms of COVID-19 is not a virus per se.  Dr. Zack Bush suggests 
that COVID19 is a poison, not a disease or virus. It arises as the interaction of Roundup 
glyphosate in food, the soil, air pollution, and 5G. Dr. Zack Bush has posited Cyanide 
poisoning is what results from glyphosate closing down biological defenses while air 
pollution and 5G make it all worse.  Cynanide poisoning can be overcome in one day 
with $10 anti-cynanide protocol.  Could this have something to do with law suits against 
the parent company and creator of Roundup, Monsanto? In 2018, it was acquired by 
Bayer as part of its crop science division. It was headquartered in Creve Coeur, 
Missouri.    
 
Dr. Zack Bush offers a superb conclusion on how humanity has isolated itself from our 
natural ecology, poisoned our ecology, and can reverse all of this by re-engaging with 
one another and Mother Earth while demanding an end to all poisons.  I watched John 
Peterson interview Dr. Zack Bush on June 24th, 2020.  I heard a previous interview of 
Dr. Zack Bush several months ago. 
 
 The COVID-19 contagion drags on into summer mainly because of official denial of its 
origins as a bio-engineered weapon. Keeping doctors in the dark is similar to the ban on 
surgery in the Dark Age, officially sanctioned non-medicine. The urgent desire not to 
alarm the public is bureaucratic folly. Installing UV air purifiers may not be the happiest 
sight inside airports and planes, mass transit stations and trains or buses, but it is 
effective for the vast majority of passengers, and a warning sign for asthmatics should 
be posted. Discomfort for 1 person in 500 should not condemn 10 people to death. The 
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priorities are all wrong, infected by a medical version of political correctness and 
avoidance of tough decisions.   
 
Instead of the wasteful exercise to fund vaccines, public toilets should have been 
installed in city centers and in larger towns months ago, because the fact is that 
diarrhea is one of the first symptoms of coronavirus and the consequence of defecation 
in parking lots and public parks is a super spreader. The federal investment in a vaccine 
is a total waste of money and resources, because COV has already mutated into at 
least 9 strains, and those will soon either vanish due to disorders or develop defenses 
against a vaccine for a predecessor. Common sense approaches to sanitation and 
waste disposal have not been taken due to the face mask frenzy, which is another 
diversionary exercise in futility. The bureaucrats should be vetted and those found 
wanting fired and WHO shut down forever, being a large part of the problem and none 
of the solution. 
 
When the history on COVID-19 is ever fully known, it will inevitably show that face 
masks were of little value and use to human health and safety; and at best, served to be 
a placebo to comfort the sheep/people! 
 
 
 
 
Blessings, 

Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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